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 UNDER-CONSTRUCTION FIVE-STOREY BUILDING IN BELLANDUR “CRASHED” 

SANCTION WAS ONLY FOR 3 FLOORS PROJECT TO BUILD A “PG”  

    
By : M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : Two BBMP engineers have been suspended pending an inquiry. Assistant engineer Raghavendra and assistant executive engineer Kodananda Reddy were 

suspended for not acting in time against the owners for building by-law violations. Raghavendra had issued a notice to the owners after the authorities noticed the sanctioned plan was for ground plus-two floors, 

while the structure was ground-plus four floors.Five persons were involved in the project to build a PG accommodation to cater to the IT workforce in Sarjapur and Electronics City .An under-construction five-

storey building in Bellandur, southeast Bengaluru, crashed on Wednesday afternoon, killing three persons and injuring at least eight. The construction was in violation of several norms, civic officials said. The top 

four floors fell in a heap on a road abutting the building and a vacant plot next to the road. Two cars on the road were damaged when debris fell on them. “The engineers did not follow up the case after issuing the 

first notice a few months ago. It was their responsibility to warn and later remove the illegal construction and file a criminal case against the owner,“ said BBMP commissioner N Manjunath Prasad. The BBMP is in 

the thick of controversy as its recent drive against encroachments on storm water drains and lakebeds have thrown up several cases of official connivance. The Bellandur building collapse is another instance of the 

civic body's inability to crack down on illegal constructions, experts said. 

Engineers from Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP) have not demolished three apartments constructed without sanctioned building plan in Uttarahalli ward despite orders from a senior official. The 

demolition was ordered on the complaints by the Hanuma Hills Residents’ Welfare Association. The RWA members filed many RTI applications and traced that there were at least 20 such apartments in the 

Uttarahalli ward near Chikka Kallasandra. Many government properties including roads were gobbled up by the land sharks in connivance with the Uttarahalli ward officers. The RTI documents accessed by them 

showed that fake entries were made in the panchayath registers and bogus khathas were issued. Further, fake building plans were created. The government need to bring to book the BBMP officers who did not 

crack down on the building owner for illegal construction and did little other than issuing two notices. It was not acceptable that officers keep quiet after taking note of the illegality. Instead, he said, the BBMP 

officers should have taken action in coordination with the Bangalore Metropolitan Task Force. It appeared that the officers concerned did not carry out inspection of the building..It is “common practice” across 

Bengaluru to violate the building plan, and once the BBMP issues a notice, obtain a stay on it and complete the work. The owners are allowed to get stay orders in KAT and BBMP Engineers are never bothered to 

get the stay vacated even after several years.In similar violation the BBMP engineers have shown same attitude .EE BBMP has issued final demolition orders under KMC Act but AE and AEE has not demolished 

portion of illegal construction and allowed the illegal construction to proceed the plinth level. BBMP commissioner is requested to take action on AEE .It is reported that in white field the AE and owner of plot 

brought rowdies to silence the senior citizens against illegal building construction at at No 39 1 Cross 1ST MAIN Prashant Layout White Field Bangalore: 560066, The rowdies brought by AE and owner threatened 

senior citizens that they will kidnap them and can damage them .Police was called but they did nothing to protect senior citizens.No complaint was registered on the rowdies and the owner . Mr Kannan has 

complained to BBMP commissioner and written an e-mail to him. This an extract of his e-mail. “It was heartening to read from yesterday's Newspaper that you have decided to crack the whip on illegal constuction 

and you have empowered the EEs, AEEs and Ward Engineers accordingly.Your Order states that even after issuing Notices to Owners indulging in illegal construction, if it is found that construction is still going on, 

then strict action will be taken against such Assistant Executive Engineers.It is precisely this failure to take action I would like to bring to your kind attention.There is a multi-storeyed building coming up in the 

above Plot  in gross violation of construction bye-laws. From its inception, when the excavation started, we, the concerned neighbours have been relentlessly following up with the Whitefield Ward Office. But till 

today no action has been taken to stop this construction. The building has come up to three floors!Six months ago, to be precise In November 2014, I took your Engineers Mr K. Venkatesh, AEE and Mr. Mallinath, 

Ward Engineer from Whitefield Ward Office to the Site mentioned above and showed them the building under construction. The necessry setbacks as specified by the law was not given. The deviation under various 

heads were as much as 70% and more.Further the barricades around the Site was not provided. The entire area has been polluted with dust and construction debris. I am an Asthmatic and 72 years old. My health 

has deteriorated due to the reckless construction. The approach road to the site has sunk due to the movement of heavily laden trucks carrying construction materils and Excavators.The sanctioned plan is not 

displayed at site. When I asked for a copy of the approved Building Plan, Mr. Mallinath asked me to come to his office and collect it. I have gone with prior appointment to his office. He is never available in the 

office. I have gone there several times with or without appointment. Mr. Venkatesh, AEE has been transferred and Mr. Madhsudan has taken over. I have not had the privilege of meeting him. None in the office 

could tell us for sure, when they will be available. If they are not there, none else can help you with Building Plan or for that matter anything at all, as they are clueless.The BBMP went through the motion of issuing 

a Notice to the Owner. But the illegal construction continues to this day. On June 22, I managed to bring Mr.Mallinath to the Site. We, the neighbours confronted the Builder one Mr. Reddy about the illegality of the 

construction in the prescence of Mr. Mallinath. The Builder was defiant and a fracas ensued. He threatened to assault Mr. Ramu, the concerned next door neighbor and  Owner of the house at Plot No.38. As it was 

snowballing to a fisticuff, I rang up the Whitefield Police Station to send the Hoysala. I further spoke to Mr. Narasimhamurthy, the SHO and the Police Inspector, Whitefield Police Station. By the time, the Constable 

came, we had all disbursed. We are senior citizens living peacefully in the neighbourhood. This unlawful building has disturbed the peace. It is going to get worse. This is a narrow road. Just imagine the chaos, this 

illegal building is going to create with parking  and other attendent civic problems.May I appeal to you to stop this unauthorised construction and take stringent action against your employees for dereliction of 

duty?.”Police commissioner and BBMP commissioner should come to rescue of senior citizens and residents of area”. 

AE/AEE is blatantly violating the building bye laws and allowing the illegal construction by taking bribes as alleged by many residents .if they were not taking bribe they would have stopped the illegal 

construction..Reportedly Residents Prashant Layout White Field are demanding administrator BBMP and New Commissioner of BBMP to suspend The AEE/AE  BBMP Mahadevapura Sub-division and initiate 

action against them for allowing  illegal construction unabated after issuing a notice to owner at No 39 1 Cross 1ST MAIN Prashant Layout White Field Bangalore: 560066, which was constructed deviating from the 

sanctioned plan and without leaving the setbacks the deviation .In front set back was 72 % the deviation and back set back was 59%  and left set back was 66% and right set back was 66% deviated from the original 

plan sanctioned . AEE has found that the owner did construction in gross violation of the sanctioned plan without leaving the setbacks as mandated .A a Stilt (Basement) sanctioned was for 140.72 sq m but owner has 

constructed 187.70 violating about 33% from the sanctioned plan. The owner was supposed to leave 2.20 front 1.47 at back and 1 meter on sides the set backs but actually he has left only 0.60 meters in gross violation 

of sanctioned plan. This information was given to me by AEE BBMP Mahadevapura Sub-division in reply to my RTI application. Residents of Prashanta Layout White Field Bangalore told AEE/AE that they will 

not allow and tolerate any illegal construction in their area and ward .A notice is served by AEE under KMC Act and owner has to comply it and demolish the illegal basement and owner is asked to construct Stilt 

(Basement) as per sanctioned plan . But even then owner is caring two hoots to the notice issued .As per the BBMP circular AEE are responsible for any illegal constriction happening if any in their jurisdictions. 

Despite former BBMP commissioner and joint commissioner Mahadevapura Zone and chief engineer BBMP took seriously the reports published in this news paper and my RTI Application and complaints of 

Residents of Prashanta Layout White Field Bangalore about illegal construction happening  at No 39 1 Cross 1ST MAIN Prashanta Layout White Field Bangalore: 560066  But AEE/AE failed to stop illegal building 

construction and they did drama of issuing a notice and then allowed to continue the illegal construction. The AEE BBMP Mahadevapura Sub-division did not demolish building constructed deviating the  plan and 

re allowed to construct it as per sanctioned plan and AEE has instructed to display the sanctioned plan at the site as plan was sectioned by Deputy Director of Town planning in BBMP Mahadevapura Zone but 

owner has not displayed the plan. Residents are demanding administrator BBMP to suspend and initiate action on The AEE/AE BBMP Mahadevapura Sub-division who have  allowed illegal construction despite 

every day resiodents have alerted them about deviations and  illegal construction .  

STOP illegal constructions in Bangaluru BBMP is told .Reportedly It is stated by BJP member CT Ravi that  there were as many as 9,000 high-rise buildings in Bengaluru and a majority were illegal constructions. 

His party member LA Ravi Subramanya said fake OCs are in circulation and over 500 buildings have obtained fake OCs and commencement certificates (CC). The chief minister Siddramaiah had reportedly  said 

that “High-rise buildings are defined as those measuring over 15 metres. Only 97 high-rise buildings in the city have obtained OCs between 2009 and 2014. BBMP will inspect apartments above 15 metres in 

Bengaluru and initiate stern action against builders violating construction norms.Reportedly Dr S Subramanya, Former BBMP commissioner had said that “Rarely do we see the buildings which don't have 

violations in Bangalore city. All buildings in city, whether it is constructed on 20x30 site or on a big site have recorded violations because of greed and lack of fear of law. More violations are seen especially in new 

zones, they didn't have any byelaws until the area was merged with the Bangalore Mahanagara Palike. There was no control in the newly added areas of BBMP. Buildings were constructed without plan approvals, 

sanction plans or other documents. If it is one or two cases of violation then its ok but when almost all the constructions have violated norms, then who should be blamed. Yes, officials have not worked up to mark, 

though it was their duty to act” Less than one per cent of buildings in city conform to approved plan: 

 According to a BBMP Survey: The random survey was conducted by the Bruhat Bangalore Mahanagara Palike's (BBMP) town planning department in Vidyaranyapura, A Narayanapura, Chickpet and Herohalli 

— pockets across the city. Of the 400 buildings surveyed, all but three were found to have flouted one rule or the other.Reportedly as per the survey report, which, states that, the most common violation is with 

regard to setback area (the minimum distance between two buildings). "In a growing city where space is a premium, no building owner wants to leave setback area," the official said. The percentage of setback 

violations is a massive 93.25 per cent and it has led to unintended messy consequences. The violation has led to neighbours fighting against each, complaining of encroachment and blocking of ventilation. The second 

most common violation pertains to coverage area: total area covered by the building immediately above the plinth level. Third on the list are violations pertaining to floor area ratio of a building site which is 

calculated based on the width of the road. More than two thirds (68.50 per cent) of the properties surveyed had flouted FAR norms, attributed largely to sheer brazeness of developers out to make a quick buck. 

Another violation — a more recent phenomenon — is with regard to the height of the building. "The city's skyline is getting ugly with buildings adding floors more than what is legally sanctioned," sources said. But 

who is to blame for this concrete mess? Sources say the developer-corporator-civic official nexus is primarily to blame. While the government plans to regularise deviations of up to 50 per cent in residential buildings 

and 25 per cent in commercial structures, the BBMP survey suggests that extent of violation is far greater. But sources say the mess has reached such gigantic proportions that the government has no choice but to 

regularise deviations from sanctioned plans. "The violations would fetch penalties of over Rs 5,000 crore," sources said. "Not even one per cent of the buildings conform to sanctioned plans and other civic rules," a 

BBMP official said. "This survey is a pointer to how Bangalore is increasingly becoming unmanageable due to lack of proper planning and foresight." A majority of the violations pertain to setback, floor area ratio 

(FAR), construction coverage area and the height of the building. 

Residents of Bangalore BBMP areas can file or can lodge their complaints at http://vigeyegpms.in/bbmp/?module=helpdeskpublic&action=raisecomplaint . Let Akrama stops and we talk Sakrama scheme to only 

already constructed buildings .BBMP commissioner was  requested to immediately stop the illegal building construction happening in site number at No 39 1 Cross 1ST MAIN Prashanta Layout White Field 

Bangalore: 560066 and reportedly AEE has now stopped it .Reportedly the residents have complained several time to AE/AEE of Mahadevapura Division but earlier they did  not take any action to stop the illegal 

construction and they have could have nipped in the bud the illegality. Concerned Engineers need to be suspended for negligence and inaction against illegal construction or for deviating from the sanctioned plan 

and BBMP Engineers need to be booked criminal cases for allowing illegal construction under section 188 and 166 and 166 A of IPC. Copy of sanctioned building plan is not kept at site number at No 39 1 Cross 1ST 

MAIN Prashanta Layout White Field Bangalore: 560066 despite AEE has issued notice as the owner has not displayed the sanctioned plan at site .AEE and AE CANNOT BE  are mute spectators .Now commissioner 

http://vigeyegpms.in/bbmp/?module=helpdeskpublic&action=raisecomplaint
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and superintending engineer is requested under RTI  provide me copy of the sanctioned plan and action taken report on complaints of several residents of area in Prashanta Layout White Field Bangalore to : stop 

illegal construction of building “ as the owner has not left setbacks as per sanctioned plan and he is planning to construct more floors than permissible as per BBMP bye laws as the RCC column size disclose his 

illegal intentions. The key violations happen in setback and FAR and and Ground coverage and height of building:Setback: Minimum distance between any building or any structure from the boundary line of the plot. For 

buildings from six to nine metres in height, the setback on all sides should be one metre. For buildings over 11.5 metres height and a plot size of 4,000 sq metres, the setback should be five metres on all sides and FAR: 

The ratio of the floor area to the plot area is FAR. However, it includes escalators, open balconies, staircase and corridors and  Ground coverage: The total area covered by the building immediately above the plinth 

level. Swimming pool, sump, pump house and electric substation and utilities are not included and Height of building: Means the vertical distance measured, in the case of flat roofs, from the average level of the 

ground around and contiguous to the building up to the highest point of the building. A high-rise building is of a height of 24 metres or more above the average surrounding ground level. If the road width is less than 

9 metres, then the maximum height is restricted to 11.5 metres or stilt +GF+2 floors (whichever is less). 

NO ACTION TAKEN BY BBMP Commissioner: Several cases of illegal building construction have been reported but no action is taken. .Residents reported about Illegal construction of buildings Two multi-storey 

buildings are being constructed illegally. These buildings have come up in violation of building plans. Residents  had asked for the building plan and sanction letter about the 5 storey neighbouring building which has 

come up on plot No 49 & 50 at C K Garden, Cooke Town, St Thomas Town Post, Bangalore 560084. Which falls under Ward No 59 (Maruthi Seva Nagar). The building has a Stilt (Basement) + G+ 4 Floor. Which 

residents believed to understand is an illegally and unauthorized flat. The approach road is too small, no facility for parking. These buildings are being constructed with no setbacks given and the entrance to the 

apartment blocks are just 12 ½ feet. In such a small approach lane of 20 feet, it is a challenge for a fire fighting truck or an ambulance to enter in case of any emergency evacuation or a disaster. (Please see the 

attached picture with reference to the entrance). The builders have grossly violated the building rules and norms, while the authorities remain mute spectators and citizens silent sufferers. No action has been taken 

despite complaints to BBMP officials. It is surprising that the authorities have allowed construction of high rise building on roads which are less than 20 feet in width. The building will deprive natural air and light to 

neighbors’. The basic amenities such as vehicular movements, parking, water, power and sewage lines are all going to be seriously affected and the builders don’t seem to be concerned with all this. The builders have 

grossly violated the building rules and norms, while the authorities remain mute spectators and citizens silent sufferers.  

 

Nearby residents had approached the BBMP Corporation corporator , the concerned BBMP engineer, the honourable Home minister and the Joint Director of Town planning. Reportedly The corporation 

corporator and the Joint director had visited the site and Expressed anguish and concern that such a huge structure come up on an approach road being a dead end of the road whose width is 20 feet and the 

approach road to the building is 12 ½ feet. The width of the plot is 29 feet. The builders however have gone ahead with Plans to sell the flats .This will disrupt the peaceful quality of life which We are having in 

addition to the load in BESCOM power, uncontrollable Traffic and parking, water and sewage.Rampant violations with regard to building violations came under the scanner in 2005 when a group of residents 

knocked on the doors of the court seeking respite against the repercussions of unchecked building-law violations. They had listed 87 such faulty buildings and explained how these are causing parking problems and 

posed health hazards. The high court, which heard the matter, ordered corrections, while not pressing for demolitions. Subsequently, Bangalore saw a real-estate boom. While building owners and developers got 

greedier, civic officials too joined them for the moolah. An earlier attempt to correct illegal buildings was made in the mid-1990s, when Dr A Ravindra was the Bangalore City Corporation commissioner. He earned a 

title of 'Demolition Man' by beginning to raze down buildings that did not have basement parking. For a while, all shops and establishments operating in basements were shut down in Bangalore, fearing demolition. 

With his exit, though, the demolitions also came to an end. 

 

A call center was announced in BBMP to stop illegal building construction: Constructing illegal buildings and deviating from the sanction plan in the jurisdiction of BBMP has become prevalent. In order to prevent 

this call centre has been set up in the Palike Head Office and is fully functional from 01.12.2009. General public can register their complaints or grievances in this centre. Concerned Engineers have already been 

suspended for negligence and inaction against illegal construction or for deviating from the sanctioned plan. This Call Center will function 24 hours even on sundays and General Holidays to enable/felicitate public 

or register their complaints/grievances either by phone or in person. Complaints will be registered at the call center and provided with a unique complaint number, complainants can enquire the status/or action 

taken of complaint by quoting this number. Within 24 hours after the complaint is registered the Executive Engineer-Technical Vigilance Cell will inspect the spot and if any deviations are found will place a notice 

on the property and suitable action will be initiated to remove encroachments. If information is not obtained within 24 hours of the complaint, the complainants can contact the superintendent Engineer of the 

Technical Vigilance Cell at Bruhat Bangalore Mahanagara Palike, Office of the Commissioner ,NR Square,Bangalore-560 002.. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, 

Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for 

months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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